Mapping relapse and relapse detection of Wilms’ tumor

- A report from the SIOP Renal Tumor Study Group
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Abstract

Background and objective
Children with Wilms tumor (WT) require regular relapse surveillance, usually with abdominal ultrasound and chest X-ray starting after surgery. We mapped the location, timing and mode of detection of first WT relapse using the SIOP WT 2001 trial database and assessed prognostic factors for post-relapse mortality. Data were used to evaluate current surveillance recommendations.

Methods
All patients with WTs registered (2001 - 2016) in the SIOP 2001 protocol and treated with pre-operative chemotherapy as per protocol were included in the analyses.

Results
Of 4348 registered patients, 538 (12%) relapsed. Relapse site predominantly involved lung (65%) and/or abdomen (49%), less frequently liver (11%), bone (1%) and central nervous system (1%). 5-year survival after relapse was 61% (95% CI: 57%-66%) and 75% of relapses occurred within 2 years post-surgery. Surveillance imaging captured 78% of the relapses and the remaining relapses presented with clinical symptoms ‘outside’ of routine follow-up. Relapse was identified by abdominal ultrasound (32%), chest X-ray (30%), CT scan of chest/abdomen (23%/7%), abdominal MRI (4%) or other (4%). The majority (69%) of relapses were not detectable by medical examination and only 33% of relapses were accompanied by symptoms. Multivariate analyses found significantly (P < 0.05) increased mortality risk after relapse for the following variables; surgery to relapse interval < 6 months, presentation with symptoms ‘outside’ planned follow-up, higher tumour volume at initial surgery, and advanced stage/histological risk group.

Conclusion
WT relapses predominantly involve the lung and generally occur within 2 years of nephrectomy and without symptoms. Current routine surveillance imaging captured the majority of relapses and these patients had better post-relapse survival. In the absence of prospective trials, the best available evidence indicates that current follow up recommendations are effective and should primarily be focused on the first two years after nephrectomy.